
Flower Arranging

Oriental Style



Ikebana
This Japanese Style of arrangement 
has many schools.

There are two fundamental styles

A shallow bowl style called Moribana

A tall vase style called Nageire.



Styles of Arrangements

There are three types of 
arrangements in each of the two 
styles.
Upright (risshin kei)
Slanting (keishin kei)
Horizontal (heishin kei)



Upright (Risshin Kei form)



I shall show you one 

Sogetsu School

Shallow bowl (Moribana style)

Upright arrangement (risshin kei) 



Different types of Moribana (low 
arrangements)



Moribana Rishin Kei arrangement



There are three main stems
The longest stem  Shin it has a        for its 
symbol which suggests the sun in heaven 
the branch should have a nice curve.
The medium stem Soe it has a        for its 
symbol which suggests man standing 
squarely on the earth.
The shortest stem  Hikae it has a 
for its symbol which suggests a mountain 
peak on earth.



Dimensions and proportions
The longest stem should measure the sum 
of the diameter plus the height of the 
container and for average arrangements 
add half of that amount. For example if the 
diameter of the bowl is 10 inches and the 
height is 4 inches then the stem should be 
14 plus 7 inches  which is 21 inches.
The medium stem is three quarters of the 
longest stem or 16 inches
The shortest stem is half of the medium 
stem. 8 inches.



How to measure the stems



Placement of stems.

Longest stem is placed at 10-15 
degrees off the vertical.
The medium stem echoing the 
longest stem but at 45 degrees off the 
vertical.
The Shortest stem is placed at 75 
degrees off the vertical.



Three main stems



All the Variations 



Kenzan

This is the weighted pin base 
There are four positions within the 
bowl for the Kenzan
The position chosen reflect the 
seasons 
The rear positions show more water 
and so are used for summer coolness
The front positions are used in winter



Filler flowers

These are placed in between the 
three main stems and are always 
shorter than the main stems. 



Filler Flowers



Spring arrangement



Moribana



Windswept



Flower Show



Flower Shows



Not really Ikebana





European version of Ikebana



Very modern style



Is this Ikebana



Definitely not Ikebana



Classical symplicity



Unusual pot



Extreme Elegance



Lovely modern Sogetsu style
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